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In the early history of the Greek city-states this culture,
created by a minority, was the common property of all the
citizens, and even extended to all the inhabitants of the city,
not excluding the slaves. But economic development produced
in course of time a sharp distinction in society, and divided
the population of Greek cities into two constantly opposed
groups—c the better' and ' the worse', who may generally be
identified with the rich and the poor. Thus by degrees culture
became restricted to its creators and the class to which they
belonged : it became the culture of the aristocracy alone.
When, after the death of Alexander the Great, the culture
of the Greek city-state conquered Oriental culture and took
its place—when the inhabitants of the new and old city-
states became the ruling class in the East, then Greek civiliza-
tion flourished more luxuriantly than ever. For the creative-
activity of the Greek intellectual aristocracy found a wider
field with the expansion in the number of cities. But this
culture was still confined to the select few; and this held
good of the East especially, where the mass of the people
never fully accepted a system that was to them foreign
and incomprehensible. In Greece, meanwhile, the class-war
became still fiercer; and this, together with the Greek
tendency to separatism, was the reason why the city-states
were, on the whole, unsuccessful in their struggle against
the monarchs who inherited the power of Alexander. Yet
they never made a final surrender to Hellenistic autocracy;
and as time went on, a greater number of Greek cities enjoyed
complete or partial independence.
The Greek city-state finally lost its freedom when Greece
was conquered by Rome ; and the conquest was preceded by
a long period of political and social anarchy. In spite of her
superior culture, in spite of her marvellous intellectual and
artistic trophies, Greece became the slave of men whom she
ranked as barbarians. In the confusion that preceded, and
the apathy which followed, the Roman conquest, the chief
sufferers were the best men, those who still kept alive the
ideals of Greek freedom. Such men, above all others, were
subject to that change of mental attitude which I spoke .of
above. They came to distrust reason ; their ideals were
trampled under foot; and they either sank into the slough of a
coarse materialism or sought salvation in mystical religions.
But they found successors in the West—men guided by

